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Instructions to the Candidates :
1.

Type the following passage in DOUBLE LINE spacing.

2.

Set the margins at 10 and 75 degrees.

3.

Typewrite only on ONE SIDE of the paper.

4.

Special attention should be paid to accuracy and neatness of execution.

The dog is the one absolutely

dog stands by him, in prosperity and

selfless, faithful and grateful friend of

poverty, in health and illness. The

man. The best friend of man may

dog will sleep on the cold ground in

turn against him and become his foe,

winter it only it is beside its master. It

daughter

prove

will kiss the hand that has no food to

ungrateful, his nearest and dearest

offer. The dog follows its master when

one whom he has favoured with so

he

many

become

friendless, homeless and guards him

traitors to their faith. The money that

against any danger. When his paper

he has he may lose, may fly when he

master is asleep he will watch him as

needs it most. But dog remains most

it he were a prince. This noble dog

faithful

remains true even to death.

or

good

to

son

things

him,

may

may

under

all

is

cast

away

and

rendered

circumstances to the last. A man’s
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There are many breeds of dogs

Its food consists of jowar or

from the short sticky Bulldog to the

wheat bread, milk, egg, mutton, if it

large sized Alsatian. Blood hounds

is lucky to have a rich master. A poor

are ferocious hunters and deadly to

master offers a crust of bread or bits

the enemies. When trained, the dog

of stale eatables or refuse, it enjoys

becomes the most obedient servant of

that scanty crust but will never curse

man. The Alsatian dogs are used by

him in its dumb way. The dog is

the police department in tracing out

sagacious.

the

towards its master by wagging its tail

criminals

by

merely

smelling

anything belonging to the offender. In
circus the dog can perform wonderful
aerobatic feats. The dog is the best
friend of a blind man. It can lead him
out of the crowded street or across a
road safely. Some dogs can trace out
a man buried in snow. The dog is
gifted with an extraordinary sense of
smell for which it is highly valued.

and

It

shows

discontentment

its

by

delight

peculiar

howling and by biting sportively. A
barking dog never bites and a biting
dog never barks. The dog watches its
master’s house like a watchful guard
or policeman. In foreign countries
dogs are treated with care and love.
India, street dogs in their teeming
hundreds
experiences.

can

tell

their

tragic

